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This report presents the results of a plume technology 	 a
wind tunnel test in the NASA-MSFC 14 x 14-Inch Trisonic Wind
Tunnel. The test was conducted by personnel of the Lockheed-
Huntsville Research & Engineering Center for the Systems Dy-
namics Laboratory of the Marshall Space Flight Center under
Contract NAS8-Z9752. The MSFC technical monitor for this
study is Mr. Kenneth L. Blackwell, ED-3Z.
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As part of the NASA-MSFC Space Shuttle plume technology study,
an experimental aerodynamic investigation was conducted to supplement
the esdsting data base with data as a function of both local and freestream
Mach number.
The test was conducted in the Marshall Space Flight Center's 14 x 14-
inch trisonic wind tunnel using a strut-mounted cone-cylinder-flare SRB type
model. Two single nozzles of area ratios 5.0 and 8.0 were tested along with
two flare angles of 10 and 20 degrees.
To meet the objective of obtaining data as a function of local Mach
number, flare angles of 10 and 20 degrees were tested at Mach numbers of
0.5, 0.9, 1.2, 1.46, 1.96 and 3.48 in the presence of gaseous plumes. An
attempt was made to determine the Local 1.+Jiach number above i:he flare by
utilizing a pitot probe. This abjective was only partially satisfied because
the 20 degree flare separated the flow ahead of the flare for Mach numbers
of 0.5 to 1.96. An accurate local Mach number could not be determined
because of the separated flow.
To meet the objective of a data base as a function of fr^estream Mach
number, model surface and base pressures were obtained in the presence
of gaseous plumes for a matrix of chamber pressures and temperatures at
Mach numbers of 0.5, 0.9, 1.2, 1.46, 1.96 and 3.48.
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NASA-MSFC is currently conducting a Space Shuttle plume technology
study to determine the parameters pertinent to simulating Space Shuttle
--	 engine plume-induced effects on aerodynamic characteristics in the wind
tunnel using air ar:d CF  as the sirnuiant gas, and to gain a better understand-
ing of the plume gasdynamic parameters which govern the plume-flowfield
interaction..
As a part of the overall program, a test was conducted in the MSFC
14 x 14-Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel to provide a data base which is a function
of both local and freestream. Mach number. This data base may be used to
refine Mach number correlation techniques.
I
The test program consisted primarily of generating single nozzle
exhaust flow to investigate plume induced effects on afterbody and base
pressures for various flared base configurations.
The basic model for this investigation consisted of a strut-mounted cone-
i	 cylinder body with two intercl angeable flared bases and two interchangeable
°	 conical nozzles. The MSFC heater and gas supply system was utilized to
supply air and CF to the model plenum chamber. Chamber pressures were
varied from 0 to 1800 psia and a chamber temperature of 500 F. Model sur-
face pressures, local base Mach numbers, and nozzle performance data were
i w
	obtained at freestream Mach numbers of 0.5, 0.9, 1.2, 1.46, 1.96 and 3.48 fora.
various chamber conditions at zero-degree angle of attack. Carborundum grit
was placed 2 inches aft of the cone-cylinder juncture to ensure a turbulent
boundary layer in the model.
ij
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2.1 TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The test program was conducted in the NASA-MSFC 14 ,-inch trisonic
wind tunnel. The facility is an intermittent trisonic blowdown tunnel which
exhausts either to a vacuum system or to atmosphere. The tunnel is capable
of producing Mach numbers from 0.2 to 2.5 by utilizing a transonic test sec-
tion and Mach numbers from 2.74 to 4.96 with a supersonic test section.
Reynolds numbers per foot of up to 18,000,000 may be obtained depending
upon the test Mach number and tunnel. limits. A more detailed description
of the facility is presented in the tunnel technical handbook (Ref. 1).
2.2 HEATER DESCRIPTION
.A. high-pressure gas system capable of supplying gas heated to a temper-
ature of 600 F and 2000 psia was used for this test program. The heater is
capable of a gas flow rate of up to 4 lb/sec for a period of 10 sec. The system
is designed with three high-pressure storage tanks fabricated from heavy
wall tubing. The first tank in the series circuit (cold tank) is a 4.2 cu ft tank.
Two pneumatically driven compressors pump low pressure gas as supplied by
small cylinders or the facility air system to 4000 psia which is then stored in
this tank. The maximum tank pressure is controlled by a relief valve set at
4300 psi and a 4600 psi rupture disk. The output of this vessel is pneumatically
regulated and is used as the controlled supply for the second tank.
The second tank (hot tank) provides 6.9 cu ft of gas storage which can
be electrically heated to supply the test requirements for jet exhaust simula-
tion. The maximum pressure in the tank is controlled by a relief valve set
at 2200 psi and a 2500 piil rupture disk. Maximum temperature of the clamp- 	
`i
on heaters is controlled by a 765 F sensing element.
Z
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To provide system flexibility and to prevent the loss of expensive gas,
a 2.2 cu ft relief tank is provided. Gas can be removed from the hot tank
and stored in the relief tank for later use if the hot tank is overcharged.
	
t
	 The two compressors are also able to pump from the relief tank to the cold
tank.
The output of the system is opened by pushing the CF  "discharge con-
trol valvelt button. This activates the solenoid valve in the pneumatic circuit
to move the actuator on a discharge valve. The discharge pressure of the
system is controlled by setting a pressure with the "donne regulator controls,
prior to pushing the discharge button. Figure 1 is a swmmary schematic
drawing of the heater.
A one - inch o. d. heated and insulated steel pipe was used to connect the
heater to the model. The pipe was attached to the heater discharge valve and
routed through the side of the tunnel, up through the tunnel floor and attached
to the sting.
A more detailed description of the heater and its operating character-
iatics is presented in Ref. 2.
i
2.3 MODEL DESCRIPTION
The model, which is a scaled solid rocket booster, consists of a strut-
	
;-	 mounted cone-- cylinder body (Fig. 2) with two interchangeable flared bases
	
4P	 and two interchangeable nozzles ( Table 1). The model was designed by
MSFC and fabricated by Micro-Craft, Inc., Tullahoma, Tenn. (Space Shuttle
Plume Technology Model, Assembly Drawing No. 80M51432). The cone-
cylinder model has a one-piece construction. The cylindrical afterbody is
rigidly attached to the strut and is composed of the nozzle plenum chamber
and the removable flared bases. The two interchangeable nozzles are
attached to the afterbody at the aft bulkhead. Figure 3 shows the model.
	
"p	installed in the wind tunnel.
3
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Six static pressure orifices are located on each of the two flared
bases. The model plenum chamber is equipped with a total pressure probe
and a total temperature probe. The nozzles are designed with three maternal
static pressure orifices and three static base pressure orifices. The location
E^ 
and numbering system for all the pressure orifices are shown in Fig. 4. The
nozzle tubes (1 through 6) and the flared base tubes (7 through 12) are routed
internal to the model and strut. Both sets of tubes are hard tubing all the
	
}	 way from the model to outside the tunnel.
The nozzles and flared bases are attached directly to the a€terbody and
are independently interchangeable. A silicon 11 011 ring is required to seal the
interface between the nozzle adapter and afterbody.
1
	
t ,	 The model support consists of the strut, sting, and sting adapter (shown
in Fig. 2). The strut and sting shown in Fig. 5 are used not only to support 	 !
s
	
7.	 the model but also to supply the simulant gas to the model. The pressure
tubing is routed through the trailing edge of the strut and along the upper 	 j
surface of the sting.
A band of carborundum grit was positioned on the cylindrical a€terbody
to ensure the formation of a turbulent boundary layer. A. preliminary exper-
imental investigation determined the grit size should be No. 80 and should be
placed 2 inches aft of the cone-cylinder juncture. 4
Also part of the test hardware was the device utilized to measure picot
pressures in the flow field above the flare. The device consisted of a probe;
support mounted on the sting adapter and a probe connected to the support.
An installed view is shown in Fig. 6. Both the vertical and horizontal posi-
tion of the probe could be va,. ^ A. Three different slots were provided to
hold the probe, each producing a different angular orientation between the
	
'	 probe and the flare.
4
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All model static pressures, base pressures, nozzle pressures, ,model
temperature and funnel conditions were recorded by the Hewlett Packard 96
MX data system. A11 pressures were measured by individual transducers
and these, along with the chrornel alumel thermocouple output in the plenum
chamber, were read by an electronic scanner. The output from the scanner
was recorded by the data system for reduction,
i
5
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Section 3
TEST PROCEDURE AND CONDITIONS
The test was conducted at Mach numbers of 0.5, 0.9, 12, 1.46, 1.96
and 3.48 with the model at a zero-degree angle of attack. Model chamber
pressures ranged from 0 to 1800 psia and a chamber temperature of 500 F.
I
The test program was conducted in two parts:
® Fart 1 1
In this part a grit study was performed to ensure the formation of a
turbulent boundary layer. The grit type, grit location and tunnel operating
conditions were varied as shown in Table 2. Shadowgraphs were taken during
the investigation.
	
!!!	 F^ Also in this part the local Mach number probes were calibrated as
:x shown in Table 3. Three probes as shown were tested at freestrearm. Mach
	





This part of the test was performed in three phases: In phase 1 an
	
'	 attempt was made to determine the effect of local Mach number on plume
angle. Local Mach number at the base was varied by utilizing ramp angles
of 10 and 20 degrees. An external picot probe was positioned, using the
schlieren system, at the edge of the flare boundary layer and behind the
	
--	 flare shock. Since the positioning is critical to correct pressure readings,
	
p	 several runs were made at Mach numbers of 0.5 to 1.96 with the glass walls
installed. Then the porous walls were installed and data taken with the probe
positioned as previously determined. Supersonic runs of Mach 3.48 were also
made using the schlieren system to correctly position the probe.
^_ t
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In the second phase nozzles 31 and 33 (Table 4) were calibrated by blow-
ing air through both of them and £neon (CF4) through nozzle 31 at selected
chamber pressures, chamber temperature and test section static wessure.
Nozzle static pressures, model static pressures, chamber pressure and test
section static pressure were recorded for each test condition. Several
f	 frames of data and schli.erens were taken,.
After calibration of the nozzles, phase 3 was initiated. All of the
nozzles were tested for the specified Mach numbers and a matrix of chamber
co;ndidons. During the non-quiescent phase, model surface and base static
pressures, plenum chamber pressure and temperature, nozzle wall static
pressures and test section conditions were recorded for each run.
7
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Section 4
DATA ACCURACY
The estimated accuracy of the data is as follows;
0 Tunnel Conditio-as
Freestream total pressure +0.05 psia
Freestream static pressure +0.015 psia
9 Model Surface and Base Pressures
M	 = 0.5, 0.9, 1.2, 1.46 and 1.96 -t-0.113 ps W (15 ps id transducers)
00 —
M = 3.48 +.0375 psia (5 psia transducers)
00 --
0 Nozzle Wall Static Pressures
Chamber pressure
0 - 2000 psia +0.375 psia (50 psia transducers)
® Model Plenum Chamber Conditions
Total and static pressure
0 - 2000 psia +18.75 psia (2500 psia transducers)
8




PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF DATA
This section summarizes data collected during parts 1 and 2 of the test
Y	 and presents results of the local Mach number investigation. A complete set




During the grit study, the only data collected were shadowgraphs. These
were used to determine the proper grit location and size to ensure turbulent
flow. None of these are presented, but they are available.
ar





pressures which were reduced to Mach numbers utilizing Ref. 3. The Mach
numbers were 0.5 and 1.96 as determined by the probes, which matched the
.r	
actual tunnel Mach numbers. This verified proper operation of the probes.
4tl
5.2 Part 2
Results of the local Mach number investigation are summarized in Table 5.
Reference 3 was used'to rlydVice the picot pressures to local Mach number.
^b
A complete run log and the resulting pitot pressures is shown in the appendix.
r^
The correct local Mach number occurred at the maximum pitot pressure
reading. The position of the probe was usually outside of the boundary layer
and just below the shock. Both schlierens and shadowgraphs were taken and
are available.
The local Mach number investigation proved out the technique, but did
not satisfy the objective of determining local Mach effect on plume induced
aerodynamics. This is because at Mach numbers of 0.5 to 1.96 the 20 degree
i
9




L flare causes the flow to separate (Fig. 7). Therefore, no correct local
Mach number could be determined. Thus for these freestream Mach
numbers plume induced aerodynamics as a function of local Mach number
cannot be determined. A comparison is possible at M = 3.48 because the
i P
20-degree flare flow was not separated.
During the calibration phase nozzles 31 and 33 were calibrated as
i._+:dicated in the calibration data summary (Table 4). Schlierens were taken
for each calibration run and are available. Sample schlierens are shown
i,n Fig.8 for nozzle 33. Complete calibration results are shown in the
Appendix.
The non-quiescent phase consisted of generating nozzle flow for both
nozzles and a matrix of chamber conditions to investigate plume effects on
base pressure at Mach numbers of 0.5, 0.9, 1.2, 1-16, 1.96 and 3.48. Table 6
summarizes nominal test conditions, and Table 7 is a detailed run log of the
nonquiescent and calibration phase of the test program. The chamber tem-
perature (Tc ) shown in Table 7 is approximate for runs 11 through 66 because
the thermocouple was broken. An approximate value of chamber temperature
was obtained in the following manner. By utilizing runs 115, 116 and 117 a
plot was made of T  as a function of Pc . From this plot values of T  were
obtained for runs 11 through 66.
10
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Nozzle A/AT slip A B C 'D
(deg) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.)
31 (8.0) (15)++ (.321) (.909) (.642) (1.182)
8.19 14.90 .317 .907 .600 1.186
33 (5.0) (25) (.407) (.909) (.813) (.719)
5.14 1	 25.06 .402 j .911 1 1	 .711
+ This dimension is a constant 0.34 in. for both nozzles.
(Design Dimension) Actual Dimension.












7 0.5 180 28.0 1.90
8 150 28.0
9 120 28.0
19 No Grit 18.0 0.5
10 if 28.0 1.96
18 1.0 100 18.0 0.5
11 100 28.0 1.96
17 80 18.0 0.5
12 80 28.0 1.96
16 2.0 100 18.0 0.5
13 100 28.0 1.96
15 1
80 18.0 1.96
14 80 28.0 1.96
12





Run No. Probe No (psia) M
1/0 1 18.0 0.50
2/0 2 18.0 E
3/0 3 18.0











Run No. (psiia) (F) Gas Nozzle Description
113/0 400 500 CF4 Nozzle 31
°





37/0 400 Nozzle 33

























Nozzle 33 3.48 0.67 49.96 -- - 2.20
Flare = 200 3.48 0.67 50.01 445.0 988.4 2.19
Flare = 10o 3.48 0.67 50.01 -- - 2.98
3.48 0.67 50.01 445.0 1091..9 2.96
0.50 15.23 18.07 -- - 0.54
0.50 15.25 18.09 445.0 1002.3 0.50
0.90 10.69 18.07 --- -- 0.90
0.90 10.67 18.06 445.0 999.4 0.82
1.20 7.45 18.07 -- -- 1.07
1.20 7.52 18.07 445.0 994.6 1.06
1.46 5.77 20.05 - --- 1.27
1.46 5.75 20.05 445.0 1001.9 1.27
1.96 3.83 28.04 --
-
1.69
1.96 3.83 28.05 445.0 1003.1 1.69
14
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.5 .9 1.2 1.46 1.96 3.48(psis) {°F)































NONQUIESCENT RUN NUMBER SUMMARY
TT
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CF 	 Nozzle 31
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11	 Nozzle 33 1.96 3.83 28.06 330.0 220.3 Transonic Test
Section Porous
12	 Air 1.96 3.78 28.04 360.0 390.2 Walls Installed
13	 A/A* = 5.0 1.96 3.70 28.05 410.0 657.1
14	 Blip= 25o 1.96 3.81 28.04 470.0 129.7
15/9
	
Flare = 200 1.46 5.74 20.02 - --- set Off
15 1.46 5.77 20.02 475.0 1326.8
16 1.44 5.73 20.03 425.0 791.5
17 1 a7 5.73 20.02 370.0 438.6
18 1.45 5.76 20.03 335.0 252.0
19/9 1.21 7.31 18.00 - - set Off
19 1.19 7.41 18 -02 340.0 273.1
20 1.21 7.47 18.04 370.0 420.0
21 1.19 7.41 18.05 415.0 708.9
22 1.23 7.44 18.07 455.9 1097 .6
23/9 0.88 10.88 18.08 --	 - - Jet Off,
23 0.88 10.84 18.08 445.0 917.8
24 0.91 10.60 18.03 405.0 651.0
25 0,93 10.57 18.03 370.0 443.1
26 0.92 10.59 18.03 350.0 330.0
27/9 0.51 15.11 18.02 - - Jet Off
27 0.53 15.08 18.OZ 335.0 364.8
28 0.53 15.10 18.02 375.0 460.8
29 0.51 15.11 18.02 395.0 572.9
30 0.52 15.12 18.02 420.0 744.5
31/8 3.48 1	 0.67 49.87 -- -- set Off
18
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	Table 7 (Continued)	 s









(psia) (oF) (psia) Comments
31 Nozzle 33
Air 3.48 0.67 49.91 450.0 1047.5 Supersonic Test
3Z A/A^`	 5.0 3.48 0.67 49.90 470.0 1253.6 Section
33 blip = Z5 0 3.48 0.67 49.90 380.0 494.5
34
0
Flare = 20 3.48 0.67 49.90 325.0 219.5
35 Flare = 10° - 0.40 - 470.0 1275.8 Calibration Data
36 * - 0.40 - 420.0 827.4
37 - 0.40 - 375.0 412.3
43m 3.48 0.67 50.02 475.0 1349.3 Tap 1. 1 Bad
44' 3,48 0.67 50.01 450.0 1048.0
45 3.48 0.67 50.OZ 385.0 513.2
46 T 3.48 0.67 50.OZ 320.0 213.2
46/9* 3.48 0.67 50.01 - - Jet Off
47/9 0.51 15.14 18.07 - -- Jet Offf Transonic
Test Section Porous
Walls Installed, Tap
11 Bad47 0.51 15.18 18.08 420.0 756.9
48 0.51 15.18 18.07 400.0 592.5
49 0.50 15.18 18.07 375.0 461.3
50 0.51 15.19 18.07 360.0 369.0
51 0.90 10.71 18.08 350.0 335.3
5Z 0.90 10.73 18.07 370.0 440.7
53 0.90 10.72 18.07 405.0 633.1
54 0.90 10.73 18.07 435.0 879.7
55/9 1.20 7.45 18.07 -- - Jet Off
55 1. Z0 7.45 18.07 460.0 1132.6
56 1.20 7.47 18.07 415.0 720.9
57 1.20 7.48 18.07 370.0 427.3
58 1. ZO 7.50 18.06 340.0 Z74. Z
51/9 0.90 10.65 18,07 - - Jet Off
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(o F) PC(psia) Comments
59 Nozzle 33 1.47 5.73 20,06 470.0 1295-6 Transonic
60 Air 1.47 5.76 20.04 425.0 798.2 Test Section
Porous Walls
61 A/A^ = 5.0 1.47 5.69 20.04 370.0 441.5 In ta.11ed,TaP
62 Ali= 25° 1.47 5.73 20.04 335.0 254.6 11 Bad
63/8
P
Flare - 100 1.96 3.82 28.07 - - Jet Off
63 1.96 3.80 28.03 325.0 224.9
64 1,96 3.82 28.02 365.0 395.0
65 1.95 3.83 28.05 410.0 678,6
66 1.96 3.81 28.04 475.0 1350.7
88 Nozzle 31 1.97 3.76 28.01 410.5 706.4
89 Air 1.96 3.82 28.04 471.9 1132.9
90 A/A* = 8.0 1.95 6.33 23.28 511.8 1521.8
91 9lip = 15° 1.97 7.08 23.45 367.4 460.2
92 Flare= 100 1.47 5.75 20.03 368.0 450.6
93 1.47 6.78 17.75 423,8 674,7
94 1.45 5.81 20.03 495.9 1056.2
95 1.45 5.87 20.04 494.0 1568.3
96 1.18 7.52 18.18 360.9 478.0
97 1.19 7.53 18,15 426.3 708.2
98 1.19 7.54 18.15 467.4 983,2
99 1.20 7.52 18.15 517.6 1440.2
100 0.89 10.70 18.17 517.1 1388.1
101 0,96 10.73 18.15 486.3 1005.4
102 0.95 10.73 18.12 466.6 812.3
103 0.90 10.70 18.12 438.4 628.0
104 0.50 15.23 18.14 435.6 717.1
105 0.50 15.22 18,13 468.7 899.8
106 0.50 15.24 18.12 484.9 1130.9
107 0.50 15.23 18.13 501.8 1323.6
20




























150 3.48 0.67 49.87 462.4 799.9
111 Flare	 100 3.48 0.67 49.88 513.4 1426.1
111/9 3.48 0.67 49.87 - - Jet Off
112 n --- - -- 531.0 1235.1 Calibration
113" 392.1 417.5 Data
114 * - - - S13.5 1547.3
115 * Air - - - 495.6 1538.1
116 * - - - 463.1 1186.1
117' - - -- 351.6 1	 394.2
21
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M --> --Gat- Valve	 Tank
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z	 -^	 Solenoid Oper. Valve
Ca
rm
NO = Normally Open
	
^-^---
NC = Normally Closed
Supply Gas

































































A/A* = 8.0 1 .075 180
31 Blip = 15 o CF4 2 .244 1801803 .525
A/A*
 = 5.0 1 .049 180
33 o Air 2 .134 180
® lip =2S 3 .ZZ4 180
Base Pressure Orifice Locations
Orifice Body Radial AngularStation Location Location,g5No. (in.) (deg)
4 10.892 .50 0
5 10.892 .50 90
6 10.892 .50 1	 270
Fig.4 - Plume 'Technology Model Pressure Orifice Locations
a. Nozzle Wall and Model Base
25
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Mo-
Fig. 8 - Schlierens Taken During Nozzle 33 Calibration Flowing Air
a. Pc =: 1276 psia, Tc
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Appendix
This appendix presents all of the local Mach number, calibration and
non-quiescent tabulated data obtained during the test program. Tables 5
and 6 summarize the calibration and non-quiescent nominal test conditions
and Table 7 is a detailed run log of those two phases of the test with qualify-
ing comments pertinent to each data point. The local Mach number run log
and results are shown in Table A.-1 with comments pertinent to each data
.	 point. These tables should be used to locate any particular data point by
s-
noting the run number in the table and then referring to the tabulated data.





	 Eleven frames of data were taken for all runs. For the calibration
runs the data shown is a representative frame from all eleven. This could
be done because nozzle pressure ratios varied little with plenum chamber




are an average of several frames. The fra^.n.es utilized for averaging
covered the highest plateau of model plenum chamber pressure. The data
used for averaging is available. Mach numbers presented may be in error
by +0.2. 'The tabulated tunnel conditions (PSA and PTA) should be used to
obtain the correct Mach number.
«-	 Schlieren photographs were taken for all calibration runs plus several
t
pP	 non-quiescent runs (Table 7). The frame number of each schli.eren is noted
on strip charts for each run which are available. Both schlierens and shadow-











A perpendicular distance from center of probe to flare
measured prior to run, in.
b B horizontal distance from center of flare to nozzle exit
- plane, in.
y M freestream Mach number
A NO pressure orifice number
Q freestream dynamic pressure, psia
P5A freestream static pressure, psia
PSC model chamber static pressure, psia
PSM/PSA model surface or base static pressure to freestream
static pressure ratio
PTA freestream fatal pressure, psia
PTC model chamber total pressure, psia
PTC/Pl
model chamber total pressure to nozzle wail static




model base static pressure to freestream static
P5/PSA pressure ratio (see Figs. 4b and 4c for respective
locations), psia
P6/P5A
RN/L freestream Reynolds number per foot, 1/ft x 106
TEMP freestream total temperature, F
TC model chamber total temperature, F
a^
as A-Z













LOCAL MACH "LUMBER RUN SCHEDULE






No. Configuration co (psis) (psis) ( F) (psis) (in.) (in.) (psi,a) Comments
1/0- Nozzle 33 1.20 7.34 18.04 -- -- 0.2800 0.489 - Pitot Pressure





 = 5.0 1,20 7.28 18.04 355.0 350.8 _ Forward of Flare
31C Slip = 250 0.50 15.14 .18.04 - - -
4/0 Flare = 200 0.90 10.70 18.05 - -
5/1- 1.46 5.45 20.03 - -- -
610 1.96 3.66 28.04 -- - -
7/0 1.96 3.48 28.06 470.0 1319.2
8/2 1.96 3.84 2B .04 - - -
9/0 1.96 3.81 28.04 475.0 1337.0 --
10/1 1.96 3.81 28.05 360.0 394.9 -
38/9- 3.48 0.67 49.91 -- - 0.28 0.489 I0.09
38/8- 3.48 0.67 49.90 - - 0.15 0.494 12.93
38/7- 3.48 0.67 49.90 -- - 0.10 0.496 5.47
38/6- 3.48 0.67 49.90 - - 0.11 0.486 7.36
38/5- 3.48 0.67 49.90 - 0.12 0.490 7.61
38/4* 3.48 0.67 49.94 - - 0.13 0.485 8.70
38/3- 3.48 0.67 49.96 - - 0.16 0.490 13.80
38/2- 3,48 0.67 49.96 - -- 0.17 0.490 13.86
38/1 3.48 0.67 49.96 -- - 0.18 0.490 14.02
38/0" 3.48 0.67 49.95 - - 0.19 0.490 12.51
39/9 3.48 0.67 49.97 - -- 0.20 0.490 10.10
39/2 3.48 0.67 49.93 445.0 1001.9 0.09 0.490 8.51
39/3- 3.48 0.67 49.93 445.0 998.6 0.11 0.490 8.70
39/4 3.48 0.67 49.93 445.0 1001.3 0.15 0.490 8.79
39/5* 3.48 0.67 49.93 450.0 I030.7 0.20 0.490 8.90
39/6 3.48 0.67 49.93 445.0 1002.0 0.23 0.490 8.54
39/7 3.48 0.67 49.93 450.0 1016.4 0.18 0.490 7.68
39/12" 3.48 0.67 49.94 445.0 1001.4 0.14 0.500 13.33
39/13- 3.48 0.67 50.01 445.0 988.4 0.13 0.500 13,87
39/14" 3.48 0.67 50.00 999.7 0.12 0.500 13.79
39/15" 3.48 0.67 50.01 998.1 0.11 0.500 13.65
39/16" 3.48 0.67 56.00 1009.4 0.15 0.500 11.24
39/17- 3.48 0.67 50.ni 997.3 0.09 0.500 9.84
39/18- 3.48 0.67 50.01 997.5 0.10 0,500 11.36
39/10" 3.48 0.67 50.01 -- - 0.18 0.490 13,11
























No. Configuration 00 (psfa) (peia) (F) (psis) (in.) (in.) (psis) Comments
40/0* Nozzle 33 3.48 0.67 50.01 - - 0.13 0.481 9.25
40/1 Single 3.48 0.67 50.01 - - 0.20 13.92
40/2T A/A = 5,0 3.48 0.67 5'0..01 - -- 0.23 14.54
40/3 Blip = 250 3.48 0.67 50.01 - - 0.24 14.50
40/4' Flare= 100 3.48 0,67 50.01 - - 0.25 12.32
41/0" 3.48 0.67 50.01 470,0 1252.2 0.14 10.60
41/1- 3.48 0.67 50.01 470.0 I258.8 0.10 10.60
41/2" 3.48 0.67 50.01 475.0 1272.9 0.07 12.48
41/3' 3,48 0.67 50.01 475.0 1273.8 0.05 14.38
41/4T 3.48 0.67 50.02 475.0 iZ70.4 0.06 14.35
41/6- 3.48 0.67 50.01 475.0 1290.6 0.04 13.66
41/7* 3.48 0.67 50.01 475.0 1298.6 0.03 14.50
42/0' 3.48 0.67 50.01 445.0 1008.7 0.02 12.99
42/1 * 3.48 0.67 50.01 1003.7 0.03 13.72
42/2 3.48 0,67 50.01 1001.6 0.04 13.75
42/3' 3,48 0.67 50.01 1007.1 0.05 13.90
42/4' 3.48 0.67 50.01 997.4 0.06 14.33
42/5 3.48 0.67 50.01 1002.9 0.07 14.40
42/6" 3.48 0,67 50.01 1001.9 0.09 14.45
4Z/7* 3.48 0.67 50.01 1001.8 0.10 14.26
42/8" 3.48 0.67 50.OZ 988.4 0.11 14.26
42/9
- 3.48 0.67 50.0I 994.7 0,12 13.38
67/0" 1.96 3.81 28.05 - - 0.20 22.77
67/1- 1.96 3.81 28.04
- - 0.21 22.90
67/?.' 1.96 3.81 28.05 - - 0. Z3 23.20
67/3' 1.96 3.81 28.05 - - 0.25 23.30
67/4- 1.96 3.80 28.04 - -- 0.27 23.36
67/5' 1.96 3,80 28.05 - - 0.29 23.36
68/0" 1.96 3.80 28.05 445,0 992.5 0.04 10.70
68/1 - 1.96 3.81 28.05 1003.9 0.08 10.35
68/2* 1.96 3,80 28.04 990.1 0.12 14.50
68/3' 1.96 3.81 28.05 998.5 0.14 14.37
68/4- 1.96 3.82 28.04 996.8 0.18 20.76
68/5 11.96 3.81 28.03 983.5 0.22 23.39
68/6* 1.96 3.62 28.02 985.9 0.24 23.52
68/7' 1.96 3.82 28.01 994.3 026 23.54
69/0- 1.46 5.74 20.01 -- - 0.20 19.16
"Indicates schlieren taken.
A-4













P PT T P
Pitot Pressure
Pitot
Run Nozzle N1 co PO c c A B PressureNo, Configuration ao (psia) (psia) (o F) (peia) (in.) (in.) (psia) Comments
69/1 Nozzle 33 1.46 5.74 20.01. - - 0.24 0.481 19,70 Flow Appear
69/2 Single 1.46 5,72 20.04 - - 0.15 16,60 Separated For-
A/A = S.0 ward of Flare70/0 1.46 5,73 20.04 445.0 993.0 0,24 19.78
71/0
0
B lip - 25 1.46 5.73 20,05 -- - 0.20 19.79
71/1+ Flare = 100 1.46 5,73 20,04 445.0 981.4 0.20 19.72
71/2+ 1.46 5.76 20,05 1000.2 0.10 11,20
71/3+ 1,46 5.76 20.06 993.3 0,12 12.72
71/4{ 1,46 5.74 20,05 1001.5 0.14 14,67
71/5+ 1.46 5.72 20.04 1004.1 0.16 19.14
71/6+ 1.46 5.74 20.04 998.8 0.17 18.88
71/7+ 1.46 5,73 20.05 984.8 0,26 19.79
71/8+ 1.46 5.75 20.06 962.3 0.35 19.82 s
72/0{ 1.20 7.29 18.05 1003.4 0.20 17.82
72/14' 1.20 7.30 18.05 1004.7 0,30 18.05
72/2* I.20 7,22 18.05 999.3 0.40 18.06
72/3 1.20 7.46 18.04 445.0 916.7 0.45 18.05
+
73/1 LZO 7.44 18.05 - - 0,35 18.03
73/2} 1.20 7.43 18.04 - - 0,25 18.03
'13/3} 1,20 7.44 18.04 -- - 0.20 17.94
73/4+ 1.20 7.44 18.04 -- - 0,20 See 18.03 Probe Positioned
Comment Over Port 8
73/5} 1.20 7.45 18.04 - - MID See 16.80 Probe Positioned
Comment Over Port 9
74/0} 0,90 10,63 18.04 - -- 0.20 0.481 16.83
74/1+ 0.90 10.63 18.05 - - 0.30 17.58
74/Z+ 0,90 10.63 18,05 - - 0.40 17,90
74/3+ 0.90 10,64 18.04 - - 0,15 16.47
75/0+ 0.90 10.62 18.04 445.0 956.4 0.15 15,91
75/1 + 0,90 10.65 18.05 1 1002.2 0,10 14.62
75/Z+ 0.90 10.65 18.05 996.8 0.13 15,43
75/3+ 0.90 10.60 18.10 995.6 0.20 16.54
75/4 + 0.90 10,65 18.10 999.0 0.25 17,06
74/4 + 0,90 10.63 18,09
- - 0.35 17.78
76/0 + 0.50 15.12 18.09
- - 0,10 I7.84
76/1 + 0.50 15.15 18,11 -- - 0.20 18.16
76/2 + 0,50 15.16 18.10 - - 0.30 18,16
76/3 0,5 15.18 18.07 - - 0.4 18.12
76/4 0.5 15,19 18.07
-- - 0.15 18.08
77/0 0.5 15.18 18.08 445.0 1001.2 0.20 18.05
Indicates schlieren taken.





















No. Configuration 00 (psia) (psia) ( F) (psis) (in.) (in.) (psia) Comments




* 0.5 15.21 18.08 445.0 1016.4 0.15 17.44A/A = 5.0
76/5 0 0.5 15.22 18.0$ - - 0.15 1$.12
78/0 Blip ` 25
	
0 0.5 15.23 18.07 - - 0.15 18.12
79/0
Flare - 10
0.5 15.25 18.09 445.0 1002.3 0.15 17.53
8o/0 0.9 10.69 18.07 - -- 0.20 17.67
81/0 0.9 10.67 18.06 445.0 999.4 0.20 16.96
82/0 1.20 7.48 18.07 - - 0.25 18.08
83/0 1.20 7.52 18.07 445.0 994.6 0.30 18.08
84/0 1.46 5.77 20.05 - - 0.26 19.73
85/0 1.46 5.75 20.05 445.0 1001.9 0.26 19.69
86/0 1.96 3.83 28.04 - - 0.26 23.27
87/0 1.96 3.83 28.05 445.0 1003.1 0.29 23.33
t	 "
{
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TEST PA-19.FEB. MAY 1977
	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TLAML HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
	 RUN II/ Y
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M 1.98
 13 a 10.274 PTA -28.060 PSA a 3.830 TEMP - 98.341 RN/L - 13.939 a E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PrC +^ 220.2
	 PTC/PSA - 57.5
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/PI . 44.8 PTC/P2 - 33.9 PTC/P3 s 28.3
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P!/PSA o .574 P5/PSA a .549 PE/PSA s .551
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.958	 IQ	 1.553
8	 1.913	 11	 1.339
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TEST FA-19.FEB. - MAY 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC NTND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA
NO'40UIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M	 1.96 0	 10.229 PTA -28.045 PSA - 3 .786 TEMP - 99 .463 RN/L a 13.901 a E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC - 390.2 dallilloWipoloW PTC/PSA - 103.1
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 m 48.7 PTC/P2 = 35.3 PTC/P3 a 27.4
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - .72, P5/PSA - .687 P6/PSA - .712
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. P5M/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.984	 10	 1.572
8	 1.924	 lI	 1.354
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TEST PA-19.1ES. - MAY 1977 	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA	 RUN 131 0
NONOUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL. TEST CONDITIONS
M o 1.96 0 10.156 PTA =$8 . 058 PSA n+ 3.704 TEMP - 88.868 RN/L m 13 .905 s E5
AVERAGED CRAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC = 657.1	 PTC/PSA a 177.4
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pt = 46.1 PTC/P2 = 35.0 PTC/P3 - 27.4
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA a .856 P5/PSA = .925 P6/PSA m .853
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 2.008	 t0	 1.565
e	 1.931	 it	 1.321
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TEST FA-19,FES. - MAY 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC MIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA	 RUN 14/ 0
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
K ® 1.98 0 I0.258 PTA ft28.043 PSA a 3.815 TEMP a 99.487 RN/L a 13.893 E6
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC 70 1296.7 JIVINNIM JIMMOM PTC/PSA m 339.9
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pl = 46.2 PTC/P2 @ 35.4 PTC/P3 a 28.0
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - 1.072 P5/PSA - 1.044 F6/PSA s 1.078
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.947	 lit	 1.551
8	 1.881	 it	 1.319
9	 1.755	 12	 1.026
tf
TEST FA-19,FES. e MAY 1977	 MSFC TRIa0NIC wi+^ 'rLlW EL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA	 RUN 15/ 9
NQN1 &Ul r SCENT PHASE
WIND TVNWL VEST CONDITIONS
	
M . 1.46 0 m 8.619 PTA #2Cr,025 PSA x 5.737 TEMP . 88.888 RN /L	 9.689 E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC	 4.0	 PTC/PSA -	 .7
AVEP,ACED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pl	 1.0 PTC!P2 -	 1.0 PTC/P3 m	 1.0
AVERAGED SASE PRESSURES
P41PSA m .496 P5/P5A to .472 P81PSA - .489
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.599	 10	 1.533
8	 1.622	 11	 1.482
9	 1.601	 12	 1.3w
TEST PA-19,FEB. — MAY 1977 	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA
NONOUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M ., 1.46 Q
	 8.622 PTA 20.027 PSA = 5.771 TEMP = 99.707 RN/L
	 8.681 E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC - 1 7-26.8	 41MIMM PTC/PSA 229.9
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAWTERS
PTC/P1 m 46.2 PTC/P2 a 35.4 PTC/P3 m 28.0
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
Pst/PSA o3 1.102 P5/PSA a 1.076 P6/PSA - 1.09B
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.565	 10	 1.482
B	 1.575	 11	 1.441
9	 1.547	 12	 1.373
RUN 1S/ 0
s..,.	 ,
TEST FAQ-19.FE6.	 MAY 1977	 KSFC TRISONIC VIND TL1NrEL	 HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA RUN	 161 0
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL PEST CONDITIONS
H ' 1.44	 0 s	 8.620	 PTA =20.030	 PSA a 5.739	 TEMP u 88.698	 RWL a 8.S94	 E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC a	 791.5	 PTC/PSA 137.8	 1
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS




P5/PSA =	 .912	 P6/PSA a	 .939
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
i
NO.	 PSM/PSA	 NO.	 PSMIPSA
7	 1.569	 10	 1.492
8	 1.592	 11	 1.449






TEST FA-19.FEB. - MAY 1577
	
	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TLK T:L HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA 	 RUN 17/ 0
NONQUIESCENr PHASE




M m 1.47 0 = ' S.618 PTA -20.825 PSA g 5.732 TEMP - 88.888 RN/L - 8 . 657 Q.E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC - 438.5 fiUMENJIM 4119M PTC/PSA - 76.5
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/PI ti 46.7 PTC/P2 - 35.2 FTC/P3 - 27.5
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
	
P4/PSA - .785 P5/PSA - .708 P6/PSA - .778	
'	 I
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.580	 10	 1.506
€	
B	 1.586	 11	 1.^► 6D
9	 1.573	 12	 I.3S4
i
r	 -




WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M m 1.45 O	 8.623 PTA -20.031 PSA a 5.763 TEMP - 68.888 RNIL R 8.638 & E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC a 252.0 WAllfinNo dFAIM PTC/PSA - 43.7
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS	 I
FTC/P1 m 48.1 PTC/P2 - 35.6 PTC/P3 - 27.6
	 [
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
F4/PSA a .643 P5/PSA - .606 PG/PSA - .532
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.578	 10	 1.510
8	 1.587	 11	 1.463
9	 1.575	 11?	 I.3B3
1
^b
TEST FA-19,FEB. s MAY 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA
NONOUIESCENT PHASE
MIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
	
M Q: 1.2 1 0 w 7.511 PTA m17.997 PSA a 7.310 TEMP m 88.888 AN/L 	 6.586 E5
AVERAGED CHAMFER PARAMETERS
PTC fl	 5.6	 - PTC/PSA .	 .8
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/PL a	 1.1 RTC/P2 m	 1.0 PTC/P3 a	 1.0
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA Q, .677 PS/PSA a .GS4 P6/PSA a .671
AVERAGED MOLL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
	
7	 1.392	 10	 1.405
	
8	 1.439	 it	 1.315
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TEST FA-1 19,FES. MAY 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA 	 RUN I9/ a
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS




273.0 jjMjjfjjm= 4115igM PTC/PSA a 36.8
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pl - 47.9 PTC/PZ o 35.8 PTCIP3	 27.6
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - .608 PS/PSA - .595 PS/PGA m .605
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.375	 to	 1.385
8	 1.418	 11	 1.357
9	 1.425	 la	 1.319
0-
..	 ,. .»,
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TEST FA-19,FE8. v MAY 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC 'HIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
NONOUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS








PTC/PL a 46.9 PTC/P2 .1 35.2 PTC/P3 - 27.4
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA R .717 P5/PSA Q .705 PS/PSA - .717
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.367	 10	 1.374
8	 1.408	 11	 1.346




TEST FA•-19.FEB. - MAY 1977 	 MSFC TRISONIC HIND TUNNEL
	 HUNTSVILLE,-ALABAMA	 RU,N 211 0
NONOUIESCENT PHASE
WIN') TUNNEL. TEST CONDITIONS
M	 1.19 Q-- 7.512 PTA -18.053 PSA - 7.4i2 TEMP - 88.888 RN/L	 6.55+	 E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC - 708.8	 4 PTC/PSA - 95.6
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pl - 46.0 PTC/P2 - 35.0 PTC/P3 - 27.4
AVERAGED BASE: PRESSURES
P4/PSA - 862 P5/PSA - .848 PS/PSA - 863
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
	
NO.	 PSM/PSA	 NO.	 PSM/PSA
	
7	 1.312	 10	 1.372
	
B	 1.410	 11	 1.346
	








tTEST rA-19,FES. MAY 1977
	 MSr'C TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA
NON12UIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
H = 1.23 0 - 7.515 PTA p 18.374 PSA = 7.443 TEMP a 88.888 RN/L a 5.549 * E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC Q 1097.5 11FAIJIllSIM	 PTC/PSA W 147.5
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/PI . 46.0 PTC/P2 = 35.2 PTC/P3 a 27.8
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - 1.012 P5/PSA = .998 P6/PSA m 1.0!C
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA
	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 I.376	 10	 1.367
6	 1.409	 11	 1.342
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TES? FA-19,F'E8. - MAY 1977 	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA	 RUN 23/ 9
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
N	 .68 Q	 5.945 PTA =19.064 PSA 10.885 TEMP - 88.888 RN /L	 4.498 a E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS




l.0 PTC/P2	 1.0 PTC/P3	 1.0
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4fPSA a .83E P5/PSA a .633 P6/PSA	 .8B4
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
6
N0. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.079	 10	 1.180
8	 1.137	 11	 1.150
9	 1.186	 12	 1.124
i
.y
TEST FA-19.FES. - MAY 1977
	 MSFC TRISONIC WINO TUNNEL HUWTSVILL£. ALABAMA
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M	 .88 0	 5.973 PTA -18.085 PSA m 10.841 TEMP - 88.888 RN/L a 4.516 a E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC	 917.8 glillillM dliliM PTC/PSA - 84.7
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/PL . 45.8 PTC/P2 - 35.0 PTC/P3 a 27.6
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA a .M P5/PSA - .883 P6/PSA - .889
AVERAGED MOREL. SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO, PSM/PSA
7	 1.099	 l0	 1.184
a	 1.152	 it	 1.158
9	 1.184	 12	 1.133
RUN 23/ 0
TEST FA-19 .FEB. - MAY 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUWEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS




651.0 401IFalao 411011ja PTC/PSA = 61.4
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 ® 46.1 PTC /P2 m 35.0 PTC /P3 = 27.%
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA a .808 P5/PSA = .800 PS/PSA = .812
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.099	 10	 l.ise
a	 .1.159	 11	 1.165






TEST FA-19.FES. - MAY 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 	 RUN P5/ D
NONOUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
MI
	




	 PTC/PSA - 41.8
AVERP —o NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pl 4 46.5 PTC/P2 - 35.8 PTC/P3 s 27.4
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - .707 P51PSA - .696 PSIPSA - .709
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.091	 10	 1.181
B	 1.154	 11	 1.164
9	 1.201	 12	 1.137
C'	 f	 trb
TEST FA-19.FEB. - MAY 1977
	
	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
MIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS





	 330.0	 PTC/RSA	 31.1
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pl n 46.2 PTC/P2 m 34.9 PTC/P3 - 27.1
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA m .632 PSIPSA m .620 P6/PSA a .634
AVERAGED MOLL SURFACE PRESSURES
	 4
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
	
1.087	 10	 1.190
B	 1.152	 it	 1.162
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TEST FA-I9.FEB. - MAY 1977 	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA
	 RUN 27/ 9
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNWL TEST CONDITIONS
M e .51 Q
	
2.729 PTA =18.020 PSA =15.110 TEMP - 88.8BB RN/L a 1.827 ¢-E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC m 14.5 41511111M 4189M PTC/PSA a 1.0
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 .	 1.0 PTC/P2 m	 1.0 PTC/P3 ..	 1.0
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - .947 P5/PSA = .545 PS/PSA $ .945
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
	
NO.	 PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
	
7	 1.013	 10	 1.049
	
8	 1.033	 11	 1.039
	
9	 1.050	 12	 1.031
TEST FA-19.FES. - MAY 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 	 HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA	 RUN 271 0
NONQUIESCENT PRASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
K	 .53 Q	 2.748 PTA 0 16.021 PSA -15,068 TEMP a 88.888 .?NIL	 1.642 • E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC 364.8 410IMliM jjffMW PTC/PSA R 64.2
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 s 46.7 PTC/P2 a 35.3 PTC/P3 a 27.4
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P41PSA m .886 P5/PSA = .885 PS/PSA = .886
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
	
NOS .	 PSM/PSA	 NO.	 PSH/PSA
	
7	 .994	 t0	 1.042
	
8	 1.020	 11	 1.031
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TEST FA-19.FEB. - MAY 1977 	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WINO TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M . .53 0	 2.738 PTA =18 . 022 PSA -15.101 TEMP = i5U.898 RN/L	 1.835 ES
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC m 460.8	 PTC/PSA	 30.5
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 - 46. 44 PTC/P2 = 35.1 PTC/P3 m 27.4
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
PwPSA a .89t P5/PSA n .893 P6/PSA a .894
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 .9955	 10	 1.042
8	 1.021	 11	 1.032










TEST FA-19 ,FE8. - MAY 1577	 MSFC TRISONIC W IND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA	 RUN 29/ 0
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M	 .51 Q









PTC/P1 - 45.5 PTC/P2 - 34.6 PTC/P3 - 27.0
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA m . 307 P5/PSA - .905 P6/PSA - .906
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSMIPSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.000	 IQ	 1.044
H	 1.024	 11	 1.034







TEST FA-19,FEB. - MAY 1977	 M5FC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS




	 PTC/PSA - 49.2
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pi - 45.5 PTC/P2 - 34.6 PTC/P3 - 27.2
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - .920 P5/PSA - .919 P6/PSA a .920
AVERAGED 1WE L SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSN/PSA
7	 1.005	 10	 1.046
8	 1.027	 11	 1.036
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TEST FA-19.FEB, - MAY 1977
	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 	 RUN 31/ 8
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WINO TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M 3.48 7 m 5.703 PTA -49.879 PSA - .872 TEMP 4 88.888 RN/L Q 20.542 +r E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS




3.7 PTC/P2	 4.2 PTC/P3	 3.1
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
F4/PSA - .315 P5iPSA - .280 PG/PSA m .2264
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
K-1. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 3.104	 10	 1.239
8	 2.751	 11	 .931
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TEST FA-19,FEB. w MAY 1977	 MSF1' TRISONIC WINO TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA	 RUN 311 1
NONOUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M 3.48 Q A 5.108 PTA x+49 . 905 PSA a .673 TEMP - 88.888 RN /L 20.564 ° E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC m 1647.5	 PTC/PSA - 1555.5
AVE--RAGED  NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 - 45.9 PTC/P2 F 35.1 PTC/P3 m 27.7
AVEP.A•iE0 BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA ® 1.32E P5/PSA W 1.241	 P6/PSA	 1.313
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
	
NO.	 PSM/PSA	 NO.	 PSM/PSA
	
7	 3.109	 10	 1.32-8
	
e	 - 2.683	 11	 1.042
	
9	 2.300	 12	 .942
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TEST FA-19.FE9. - MAY 1577
	
	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 	 RUN 32/ 1
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WINO TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M W 3.48 Q a. 5.705 PIA ®49.800 PSA = .673 TEMP - 88.888 RN/L 20.573 • E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC m 1253.6 MISMOSM41111M PTC/PSA m I8S2.7
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS




P4/PSA m 1.407 PS/PSA d 1.322 P6/PSA a 1.398
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
	
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSMIPSA
7	 3.316	 10	 1.324 i
8	 2.706	 11	 1.040	 t




TEST FA •-19.FEB. - MAY 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL
	 HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
	 RUN 331 1
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONOITIONS
M ® 3.48 0	 5.705 PTA -49.900 PSA = .673 TEMP - S8.BBS RN/L 20.574 a E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC a 492.5 43MINSOM 41EM PTC/PSA 731.8
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS




P5/PSA = .949 P6/PSA ,. 1.011






7	 3.239	 10	 1.317
	
8	 2.570	 11	 1.013
	
9	 2.314	 12	 .936
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TEST FA^19.FEB. - MAY 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HIWSVILLE. ALABAMA	 RUN 34/ 0
NONOUIESCENT PHASE
FIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M s 3.48 0	 5.705 PTA -49 . 901 PSA - .673 TEMP - 88.888 RN/L 20.566 °'E5
F
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC ' 219.5 dfffillllMdlllNM PTC/PSA m 326.2
	 s
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/PI s 47.5 PTC/P2 a 36.1 PTC/P3 r 27.8
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
	
P4/PSA a .756 PS/PSA m .697 P6/PSA R .725	 i
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO.	 PSM/PSA
7	 3.262	 10	 I.294
8	 2.691	 11	 .992
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TEST FA-19,FES. - MAY 1977 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 	 HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA	 RUN	 351 0
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
9IND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M	 .00 0	 1.000	 PTA - I.L45	 PSA -14.479	 TEMP --BB.BBB	 RN/L ' 89.54	 a E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC - I275.8 folallAflM 4INJOM PTC/PSA -	 8B.1
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1
	 -	 45.9	 PTC/P2	 -	 35.2	 PTC/P3	 -	 27.8
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P'4/PSA -	 .029	 P5/PSA -	 .021	 P6/PSA -	 .020
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO.	 PSM/PSA	 NO.	 PSM/PSA	 1
7	 .073	 10	 .024 i
8	 .044	 11	 .026
9	 .033	 12	 .022
r
4=0	 d" Now am amo owd 00mo 4-04 9 .0-m	 ^	 [j.'-'^"'Y	 `'`w .4
TEST FA-M FES. - MAY 1977
	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL
	 NUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
	 RUN 36/ 0
NONQUIESCE<NT PHASE
WIND TUNWL TEST CONDITIONS
H a .00 0 - 1.000 PTA = 1.928 PSA -14.475 TEMP =-86.888 RN/L 90.253 • E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC - 827.4 43,4MM11M dnfMM PTC/PSA - 57.2
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 - 45.8 PTC/P2 - 35.0 PTC/P3 - 27.5
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - .025 P5/PSA - .024 P6/PSA - .023
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO.	 PSM/PSA
7	 .091	 10	 .0224
8	 .043	 II	 .027
9	 .031	 i2•	 .024
r^ La
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TEST FA-19.FEB. - MAY 1977
	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 	 RUN 37/ 0
NONOUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M n .00 0
	 1.000 PTA - 1.926 PSA =14.473 TEMP =-BB.BBB RN/L 50.430 • E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC - 412.3 jgffiffjj@= 	 PTC/PSA	 28.5
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/PI - 46.5 PTC/P2 - 35.3 PTC/P3 - 27.5
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P41PSA - .027 P5/PSA - .026 P6/PSA - .026
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
	
NO.	 PSM/ PSA	 NO.	 PSM/PSA
	
7	 .OBB	 10	 .026
	
B	 .041	 11	 .029
	
9	 .032	 12	 .026
a
P
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TEST FA419.FEB. - MAY 1977
	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 	 RUN 43/ D
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M 3.48 Q a 5.719 PTA -50.023 PSA a .674 TEMP .. 68.888 RN/L = 20.585 u E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC - 1349.3 4jjjljMW4jjffjM PTC/PSA 2001.9
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 $ 46.3 PTC/P2 s 35.3 PTC/P3 a t8.0
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA s 1.388 P5/PSA - 1.326 P61PSA s 1.368
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
I
7	 1.854	 10	 1.183	 i
t
8	 1.820
9	 1.650	 12	 1.130
00
..t y
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TEST PA-19,FE8. - MAY 1517	 MSPC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WINO TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M 3.48 Q e 5.717 PTA m50.00S PSA - .674 TEMP ^ 88.888 RNIL 20.564 0.0
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC ,. 1048.0
	 PTC/PSA - 1554.9
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 a 46.0 PTC/P2 R 35.1 PTC/P3 = 27.7
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA m 1.303 P51PSA - 1.245 PS/PSA - 1.283
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
	NO.	 PSM/ PSA	 NO.	 PSM/PSA
	
7	 1.824	 10	 1.075
	8 	 1.804
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TEST FA-19 .FES. MAY 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA
NONDUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M a 3.48 0 a 5 .719 PTA w50.018 PSA = ,674 TEMP - 8B . 8B8 RN/L 20.567 • E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC r» 513.2
	 PTC/PSA - 761.4
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 Q 46.4 PTCIP2 a 35.1 PTC/P3 - 27.5
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA m 1.029 P5/PSA - .9B3 PG/PSA - 1.002
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
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TEST FA-19,FEB. - MAY 1977
	
	 MSFC TRISONtC WIND TUNNEL IIVNTSVILLE. ALABAMA
	 RUN 46/ 0
NONUUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
	M m 3.48 0 - 5.718 PTA -50-015 PSA - .674 TEMP - 88.888 RN/4 	 20.564 • ES
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC	 213.2 41111111111ldilFjo PTC/PSA 316.3
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTCIPI - 47.7 PTCIP2 - 35.0 PTC/P3 a 27.8
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA -m .761	P5/PSA - .731	 PSIPSA - .725
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 I.804	 10	 1.017
13	 1.789
9	 1.58l	 12	 1.008
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TEST FA-19.FEB. - MAY 1977
	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA 	 RUN 46/ 9
NONCIUIESCE14T PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS









AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES 	 j
Pot/PSA = .283 P5/PSA = .272 P8/PSA = .238	 f#
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA	 F
7	 1.804	 10	 .955
8	 1.793	 --
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TEST FA-1 13.FES. - MAY 1977	 TISFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL KJNTSVILLE. ALABAMA
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M m .51 0 w 2.750 PTA u 18.072 PSA -15.138 TEMP - 97.828 RN/L - 1.859 s E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC	 14.5 QffjMjlM@jjj= PTC/PSA n 1.0
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pl	 1.0 PTC/P2 -	 1.0 PTCIP3 -	 s
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA a S54 P5/PSA - .952 PS/PSA a .953
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 .981	 10	 1.027
8 1.006	 affinsamb
9	 1.027	 12	 1.005
RUN 47/ 9
TEST FA-19.FEB. - MAY 1977 	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNi'SVILLE, ALABAMA
NONOUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M	 .51 A
	
2.720 PTA -18.076 PSA -15.177 TEMP = 97.6S4 RN/L
	 1.831 E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC	 756.9	 PTC/PSA - 49.9
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 - 45.0 PTC/P2 = 35.0 PTC/P3 m 27.5
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
F4/PSA - . 43 P5/PSA - .942 PS/PSA m .992




7	 .977	 10	 1.025
8	 1.004









TEST FA-19.FES. - MAY 1977
	
	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M e .5I Q
	 2.715 PTA -18.070 PSA 15.176 TEMP r 88.258 RN/L a 1.832 E5
AVERAGED CHAMMR PARA;LTERS
PTC a 592.5 dalMlIlM OURNM PTC/PSA m 39.0
AVERAGED MOZZLE PARAVETERS
PTC/P1 lu 46.2 PTC/P2 w 35.0 PTC/P3 - 27.5
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA s .87? P5/PSA z .93I P& PSA	 .931
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
y.
NO. PSM /PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 .9722	 10	 1.024
8	 1.002









TEST FA-19,FEB. - 14AY 1977
	
	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HLNiSVILLE, ALASA^ !A	 RUN 491 0
NONOUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M _ .50 0 w 2.710 PTA -13.071 PSA =15.183 TEMP - 98.015 RN/L a 1.829 E5
AVERAGED CHAMIER PARAMETERS
PTC - 461.3 4510NOW 418M PTC/PSA - 30.4
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pl - 46.5 PTC/P2 a 35.2 PTC/P3 a 27.5
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - .921
	 P5/PSA it .920 P6/PSA - .921
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 .988	 10	 1.023
8	 1.000




TEST FA-19 Y FEB.	 MAY 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUi+^IEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA
NONOUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS




	 PTC/PSA - 24.3
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 a 46.8 PTC/P2 s 35.3 PTC/P3 - 27.5
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - .913 P5/PSA - .912 P6/PSA A .913
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
	
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 .985	 t0	 1.023
6	 .995
9	 1.023
	 I 2 	 t.004
RUN 50/ 0
TEST FA-19.FEB. - MAY 1977
	 HSFC TRISONiC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA 	 RUN 51/ 0
NONOUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUN EL TEST CONDITIONS
Il	 .90 13
	 6.046 PTA a 1B.075 PSA =10.708 TEMP - 92.939 RN/L
	 4.702 a ES
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC d 335.3 QONJIMM 4111M PTC/PSA - 31.3
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 • 46.9 PTC/PB - 35.4 PTC/P3 - 27.6
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA a .745 P5/PSA a .739 P6/PSA a .739
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
	
NO.	 PSM/PSA	 NO. PGM/PSA
	
7	 .953	 10	 1.109
	
8 1.050	 toomam	 -
	





ITEST FA-19.FEB. - W.Y 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 	 RUN 52: 0
NONQUIESC£NT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS




	 PTC/PSA a 41.1
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAFETERS
PTC/P1 a 46.5 PTC/P2 - 35.1 PTC/P3 a 27.4
AVERAGED BAS= PRESSURES
P4/PSA a .603 P5/PSA a .796 P5/PSA a .798
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 .SSI	 10	 1.112
8	 1.053
9	 1.121	 12	 1.032
TEST FA-i9.FEB. - MAY 1977 	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA
	 RUN 531 0
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M	 .90 0
	 6.034 PTA =18.071 PSA 10.724 TEMP = 97.618 RN/L
	 4.636 " E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC
	 633.1	 PTC/PSA - 59.0
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 a 46.0 PTC/P2 - 35.0 PTC/P3 a 27.4
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - .881 P5/PSA - .877 P6/PSA - .877
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 .983	 ID	 1.117
®	 1.054	 11
9	 1.126	 12	 1.035
h^
..
	 ,.... ... ..
	 „...::;:.H^.«..n.'.c:.:-.........iii=^^,c'=.w,isr^l^ta^61^^:0.'[:ai^i'i^F'ss»^-.••yep.
TEST FA-19.FEB. — MAY 1971-	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUiN1TSVILLE, ALABAMA	 RUN 54/ 0
NONEIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M	 .90 0
	
5.030 PTA mI8.065 PSA -10.725 TEMP n 98.041 RN/L a 4.629 a ES
AVERAGED CHAMSER PARAMETERS
PTC ' 879.7	 PTC/PSA	 82.0
t
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS	 i
PTC/P1 . 46.0 PTC/P2 = 35.0 PTC/P3 - 27.6
AVERAGED SASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - .945 P5/PSA - .942 P6/PSA	 .942
t
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
t
	
NO.	 PS.►:/PSA	 NO.	 PSM/PSA
	








TEST FA-19.FE6. - MAY 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA	 RUN 55/ 9
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
14IND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M n 1.20 0 . 7.508 PTA 18.065 PSA r 7.452 TEMP w 97.464 RN/L a &.823 # E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC
	 6.0	 PTC/PSA a	 .e
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 a	 I.1 PTC/P2	 1.1 PTC/P3 m	 1.0
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA a .723 PS/PSA a .703 P6/PSA a .706
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES i
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.179	 10	 1.269
e	 1.280









TEST FA-IS.`'EB. - MAY 19" 	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS




	 PTC/PSA . 152.1
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/PI m 46.1 PTC/P2 m 35.1 PTC/P3 a 27.8
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA a- 1.0% PS/PSA a I.073 P6/PSA - 1.085
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
ND. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.151	 10	 1.248
8	 1.274







•	 1	 f	 . ^	 e.-+.^w
	 40-4	 jow-" 0 ---- 4 S.	 i L....
^_.. _-	 ^^
TEST FA-19,FEB. - MAY 1977
	
	 MSFC TRI50NIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
	 RUN 55/ 0
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M	 1.20 tl - 7.693 PTA -10.067 P i a - 7.472 TEMP - 90.460 RN/L
	 6.596 • E5
AVERAGED CHAMFER PARAMETERS
PTC a 720.9	 PTC/PSA - 96.5
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 - 46.0 PTC/P2 a 35.0 PTC/P3 - 27.5
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - .931	 P5/PSA - .915 P6/PSA 	 .982
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
	
NO. P5M/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 t.176	 ID	 1.249
B	 1.269
9	 1.303	 12	 .999
Q^ I^
'`^ t l
TEST FA-19.FEB. - MAY 1971
	
	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
	 RUN 57/ Q
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS






PTC/PI - 46.6 PTC/P2 - 35.3 PTC/P3 - 27.5
AVERAGED BARE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - .7'j3 P5/PSA - .769 P6/PSA - .774
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES





9	 1.308	 12	 .995
{
il
TEST FA-19.FE8. -MAY 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 	 RUN 59/ 0
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M	 1.20 Q	 7.503 PTA -18.061 PSA - 7.459 TEMP a 99.06B RN /L	 5.591 a E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC - 274.2 41111filliM 41111SM PTC/PSA - 35.8
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 - 47.3 PTC/P2 - 35.7 PTC/P3 - 27.6
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - .672 PS/PSA - .659 P6/PSA - .650
AVERAGED MODEI. SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. nM/PSA
	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.173	 10	 1.258
8	 1.273






TEST FA-19.FEB. - MAY 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
	 RUN 51/ 9
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
FUND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M	 .90 0 v 6.073 PTA =IB.065 PSA 4 10.652 TEMP a 98.128 RN/L a 4.674 a E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC a	 9.6	 PTC/PSA =	 .9
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pl	 1.0 PTC/P2 .	 1.0 PTC/P3 a	 1.0
AVERAC£D BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - .862 P5/PSA R .850 P6/PSA - .857
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/FSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 .976	 10	 1.123
8	 1.062
9	 1.131	 I2	 1.036
^^  	 a _	






TEST FA-19.FEB. w MAY 1577	 MSFC TRISONIC FUND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA
NONGUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M - 1.47 0 - 9.628 PTA -20.052 PSA - 5.731 TEMP - 99.029 RN/L a 6 .731 " E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC -	 4.2	 41jilM PTC/PSA -	 .7
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pl -	 1.0 PTC/P2 -	 1.0 PTC /P3 -	 1.0
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - .551 P5/PSA - .527 P6/PSA - ,514
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.317	 10	 1.183
B	 1.370
9	 1.367	 12	 1.010
RUN 59/ 6
g^
0	 !^	 r ^^ mewr war don"
	
.4-- .	 --
TEST FA-19.FEE. - MAY 1977
	
	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA	 RUN 59/ 0
NONOUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M - 1.47 0
	




	 PTC/PSA - 221°',.1
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pi - 46.1 PTC/P2 - 35.2 PTC/P3 - 27.9 -
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/"SA - 1.149	 P5/PSA - 1.126	 P6/PSA n 1.134
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
	
NO.	 PSM/PSA	 NO.	 PSN/PaA
	




9	 1.359	 12	 1.0013
TEST 1•A— IS.FE6. — MAY 1977
	
	 MSFC TRISONIC RIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 	 RUN 601 0
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M u 1.47 R a 8.S' 7 PTA -20.042 PSA W 5.764 TEMP - 98.383 RN/C. m 8.722 8 E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC 798.2 GillffilM d0JIM PTC/PSA 6 138.5
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pl m 46.0 PTC/P2 s 35.0 PTC/P3 0 27.5
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA m 1.004 P5/PSA - .579 PS/PSA
	 .985
•	 AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
N0. PSM/PFA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.300	 10	 1.213
8	 1.348
8	 1.356	 l2	 1.005
r	 iS
^f
TEST FA-19,F1EB. = MAY 1577	 MSFC TRISONIC NTND TUNNEL KWSVILLE, ALABAMA
	 RUM SI/ 1
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
11 1.47 & $ 8.820 PTA =20.038 PSA a 5.598 TEMP = 98.158 RN/L	 8.765 E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC - 441.5 dieffillM 4alMM PTC/PSA - 77.6
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAWTERS
PTC/P1 - 48.5 PTC/P2 - 35.2 PTC/P3 = 27.5
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
_ 	 b
P4/PSA n .852 P5/P5A a .625 PG/PSA a .228
AVERAGED MODEEL SURFACE PRESSURES
	
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.312	 10	 1.220
8	 1.353












TEST FA-IS,FEB. - MAY 1977
	 MSrC TRISONIC FUND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA 	 RUN 62/ 0
NONf1UIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M - 1.47 a e 8.625 PTA 820443 PSA - 5.727 TEMP R 99.141 RN/L	 6.726 a E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
r	 PTC $ 254.6 41111111MAl211M PTC/PSA - 44.5
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
F	 PTC/P1 a 47.4 PTC/P2 - 35.7 PTC/P3 : 27.7
AVERAGED BABE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - .712 P5/PSA = .683 P6/PSA m .676
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
F
KO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.311	 10	 1.207
8	 1.351
k








,......;..rv...^..-r'..:.k.t. :..n .rv+.•..,^,_w.-r ri-
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TEST 1•A-19.FEB. - NAY 1977
	 HSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL
	 HUNTSVILLE. ALABA11A 	 RUN	 63/ 8
NO QUIESCENT PHASE+'
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS n.
H a 1.9B	 Q	 10.268	 PTA =28 . 065	 PSA u 3.820	 TEMP o 99.508	 RN/L r 13.939	 E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS




	 1.0	 PTC/P2	 g	 1.0	 PTC/P3	 1.0 'S
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES -
P4/PSA a ,.455
	 P5/PSA -	 .441	 PS/PSA	 .415
'	 AVERAGED MODEL SURrACE PRESSURES
NO.	 PSM/PSA	 NO.	 PSM/PSA
7	 11450	 10	 .547
8	 1.446
9	 1.463	 12	 .927
QCD
s
d:?' ^ ^ :+'_ , .
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TEST FA-19,iF'EB. - MAY 1977
	
	 HSFC TRISONIC WINE) TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
NONQUIESCEN: PHASE
HIND TUNNEL 'PEST CONDITIONS
M ® I.SS Cl 10.243 PTA =28.O3O PSA m 3.804 TEMP a 69.886 RN/L s 13.645 E5
AVERAGED CHAMER PARAMETERS
PTC 224.9 dWlWJlW4Wj0W PTC/PSA W 59.1
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 - 47.6 PTC/P2 a 35.8 PTC/P3 - 27.7
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA m .673 P5/PSA - .636 P6/PSA	 .837
AVERAGED MODEL SUWACE PRESSURES
NO. PSMI/PSA	 NO. PSM/PGA
7	 1.455	 10	 .959
a	 1.445
9 •	 1. 1154	 12	 .525
RU, l 63/ 0
^IS
L	 ^f	 -_^ -	 _	 l	 -^^`^ u^1:. •,...e:,t:L. +-.n;:i^-R 	 r	
-ri- s. ..,^'. ."-^'"ec«+K+'^ ^^s=:^ •.^a^z.^,..... ^^w.;;e.^ ^.	 '^,-T.a..'£=:.-"y . .err-^
	
°;c. ^a-^;^r^•^r: 	 a,f r!`..'.'^.:-::..k,r,-y61-, .-	 ^^•;T'.1...^°;.-.--.....;, _`""^
TEST FA—IS.FEB. MAY 1977	 MSF'C TRISONIC WIND TtrrM HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA	 RUN 64/ 0
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUMEL TEST CONDITIONS




411JUM PTC/PSA s 103.3
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAIIET£RS
PTC/P1 0 44.7 PTC/P2 .. 34.0 PTC/P3 a 26.5
AVERAGED BASE PFiESSURES
i
P4/PSA a .814 P5/PSA - .780 P6/PSA B .783
AVERAGED MODEL. SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.455	 10	 .978
8	 1.444
8	 1.448	 12	 .931
8"	 waim lig"
TEST FA-19,FF-B. MAY 1977
	
	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND	 TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALAeAf4A	 RUN ssf a
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WINO TtWEL TEST CONDITIONS
H.- I.S5 Q - 10.270 PTA w28.047 PSA = 3.eaS TEMP = 89.888 RN/L 13.943 ES
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAftTERS
k	 PTC 678.6 IMENufflM 481MM PTCIFSA m 177.2
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/PI - 46.0 PTC/P2 - 34.9 PTC/P3 - 27.4
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - M P5/PISA w .915 PS/PSA a .920
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE rRESSURES
	
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSWPSA	 '
7	 1.456	 10	 e87
a 1.441








TEST FA-19.F£®. KAY 1977
	 WC TRiSOMIC WIND TW.ZL HWSVILLE. ALABAMA	 RUN as/ 0
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUWL TEST CONDITIM
H 1.96 0 10.249 PTA -28 . 044 PSA c 3.1305 TEMP - 89.898 RN/L s 13 .863 E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAFETERS
PTC 1350.7 jjj0WljM4j@ffM PTC/PSA 354.9
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pl	 4S.2 PVC/P2 - 35.3 PTCIP3 a 28.0
AVERAGED SASE PRESSVRES
F4/PSA ® 1.156 P5/PSA - 1.114 P6ft2SA 1.125
AVERAGED KOML SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PsA	 NO.	 PS"/PSA
7 1.4613 	 to	 .996
9 1.41#5	 12	 .937
i	 ^4. 
1,rr_•'I	
a _- •,:i 	 i;'	 ,	 l	 i	 ')i4ry 	fit. ^^"{.E ,'¢	 ^E:	 rnt .	 Nv, r.y ^ 4..-	 - s
	
°^^




TEST FJA-19,FEB. - MAY 1977 	 NSFC TRtSONtC WIND TUNPEL HLtPit'SVILLE, ALABAMA 	 Rum 8e/ 2
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
14IND TLWEL TEST CONDITIONS





TC - 410.5 PTC/PSA a 188.0
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 - 455.0 PTC/P2 a 34.1 PTC/P3 a 222.1
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
F41P5A a .759 PS/PSA a .718 P6/PSA a .748
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
	
NO.	 PS14/PSA	 NO.	 PSM'1/PSA	 .
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TEST rA-19,€'E9. - MAY 1977	 MSFC 3RISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA	 RUN 89/ 1
NONOVIESCENT PHASE
MIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M ® 1.98 ® m 10.857 PTA ®28.038 PSA m 3.817 TCMP a 89.158 RN/L 13.901 + E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC a 1132.9	 M TC - 471.9 PTC/P5A o 295.8
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/PI m 43.3 PTC/P2 . 33.0 PTC/P3 = 19.9
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA = .908 P5/PSA : .BS5 Ps/PSA ' .900
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
	
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSMIPSA
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TEST FA-19.FEB. - MAY 1977
	
MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL	 HUNTSVILLE. ALABAflA RUN SO/ 0
NONQlUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M m 1.55	 D n 	 7.628	 PTA -23.282	 PSA - 6.328	 TEMP - 98.281	 RN/L	 9.761	 E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC -	 1521.13	 TC - 511.8	 PTC/PSA	 240.5
AVERAGED NOZZLC PARAMETERS
PTC/P1	 -	 44.1	 PTC/P2	 -	 33.5	 PTC/P3	 -	 19.6
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA -	 .618	 P5/PSA -	 ,581	 P6/PSA ¢	 .616
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO.	 PSM/PSA	 NO.	 PSM/PSA
7	 .862	 10	 .504
8	 .859
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TEST FA-19.FEB.	 MAY 1977
	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 	 HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA	 RUN	 9I/ 0
NONOUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS








a	 45.7	 PTC/P2	 a	 34.4	 PTC/P3
	
a	 20.3
i AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
r
P41PSA a	 .3116	 P5/PSA a	 .326	 P6/PSA a	 .335
.	 AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO.	 PSMMIPSA	 ND.	 PSM/PSA	 -
7	 .755	 60	 .526
E .753







TEST F'A-19.FES. — MAY 1977
	 MSFC TRISONIC WINO TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA	 RUN 92/ O
'	 NONQUIESCENT PHASE
`	 WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS






450.6	 TC - 368.0 PTC/PSA n 78.4
z	 AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
a
PTC/P1 w 46.0 PTC/P2 - 34.5 PTC/P? - 221.3
d AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - .611 PS/PSA - .641 FG/PSA - .655
AVERAGED MODEL SURF 'ACF PRESSURES
G
3
NO. PSM/PSA	 N0, PSM/PSA
T
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	TEST FA-19,FES. - MAY 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA	 RUN 93/ 0
NONOUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
N 1.47 0 4 6.543 PTA -17 .7V4 PSA m $. 782 TEMP m 68.888 RN/L g 5.868 n E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC s 674.7 4111JIM TC - 423.8 PTC/PSA d 99.5
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 a 42.9 OTC/P2 - 32.5 PTC/P3 a 18.9
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P41PSA m .SSO P5/PSA @ .638 P6/PSA ® .651
.	 AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
	
M0. PSMIPSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.089	 10	 .1.029
8	 1.123
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WIND TUNNEL TEST COMIT1ONS
H r 1.45 0
	
8.624 PTA w20 .025 PSA . 5.811 TEMP m 88.888 RN/L	 8.619 • ES
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC w 1056.2 41gfillM TC - 495.9 PTC/PSA . 181.8
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 - 43.9 PTC/P2 Q 33.5 PTC/P3 r 18.S
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
RIPSA r .W4 PS/PSA - .903 P6/P5A a .915
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSUFES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.286	 10	 1.232
8	 1.334
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'x	 WIND TLWEL TEST CONDITIONS
r
M = 1.45 0 = 8.532 PTA -20.039 PSA m 5.873 TEMP = 88.88B RN/L = 8.59 o ES
s AVERAGED CHAMBER FARAMETERS
PTC s 1558.3	 TC = 494.0 PTC/PSA = 257.0
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pl m 44.0 PTCIP2 = 33.5 PTC/P3 = 21.1
AVERAGED BASL PRESSURES
P4/PSA = 1.045 P5/PSA r 1.027 PS/PSA = 1.M
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PS.M/PSA
7	 1.291	 10	 1.224
9	 1.335
9	 1.354	 12	 .517
a	 _
TEST FA-19,FEB. — MAY 1977 	 MSFC TRIS0NIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA	 RUN 961 0
NONMRESCENT PHASE
e'
c HI ND TUNNEL TEST CM 1 T 1 ONS
4 11	 1.18 0 d	 7.V46	 PTA + 18.175	 PSA - 7.523	 TEMP - B8.B8B	 RN/L	 6.506 +► ES
AVERAGED Ch1AMBER PARAMETERS
3 PTC -	 478.0	 TC s 360.9	 PTC/PSA ¢	 63.5
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS .
PTC/P1	 m	 43.8	 PTC/P2	 -	 33.1	 PTC/P3	 -	 20.3
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
t P41PSA ®	 .645	 P5/PSA a	 .632	 P8/PSA	 .642
K&RAGED ^VOML SURFACE PRESSURES
NO.	 PSM/PSA	 NO.	 PSM/PSA
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TEST FA-19.F'EB. - MAY 1577




WIND TEL TEST CONDITIONS
M ® 1.19 O $ 7.533 PTA n18.154 PSA n 7.588 TEMP - 88.680 RNIL	 6.581 + E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC = 708.2 4111111M TC R 426.3 PTC/FSA n 94.1
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAFETERS
PTC/Pl n 44.9 PTC/P2 a 34.0 PTC/P3 n 20.5
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
Fit/PSA a .757 PS/PSA - .745 PS/PSA n .757
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/nA
7	 1.162	 10	 1.272
®	 1.253
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e
TEST FA-19,FEB. - MAY 1977 	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL	 HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA RUN	 S8/ 0
NON4UIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONSS
K	 1.19	 O	 7. 1530	 PTA ®18.152	 PSA ='1.°537	 TEMP m BB.SB9	 RN/L d	 5.579 $ ES
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS




d	 43.2	 PTC/P2	 r	 32.9	 PTC/P3	 r	 19.0
AVERAGED SASE FAESSURES
P4/PSA a	 .850	 P5/PSA u	 .844	 PS/PSA	 .861
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO.	 PSM/PSA	 NO.	 PSM/PSA
.7	 1.162	 10	 1.262
B	 1.262
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TEST FA-19 .FES. - MAY t977	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL MUDTfSVILLE. ALABAMA	 RUN 991 I
NONQUIESCENT PHASE I^
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS





TC - 517.6 PTC/PSA	 191.4
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pl - 43.8 PTC/P2 w 33.4 PTC/P3 a 18.7
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA c 1.009 P5/PSA $ .995 P6/PSA 1.013
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 N0. PSM/PSA
7	 1.170	 10	 1.256
6	 1.262
8	 1.299	 12	 1.009
^^ ors
x 7
y	 ^ ^	 r.:	 V. - itn ^	 _• ^f ^^:^..	
_ 
'
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TEST FA-13.FF.S. .. MAY 1977
	
	 HSF'C TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSV1LLE:, ALABAMA 	 .RUN 1001 0
NONQUIESCENT PHASE:
	
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS	 .
M	 .89 D a 6.116 PTA -18.159 PSA 10.699 TEMP $ SS.SSB RN& a 4.671 u E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC m 1388.1 dMINEMEM TC ® 517.E PTC/PSA m 129.7
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS.
Pl...,Pl . 43.7 PTC/P2 - 33.3 PTC/P3 s 18.5
AVERAGED BASE PFESSURES
t^
	 P4.'P5A m .955 P5/PSA m 456 P6/PSA	 .957
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE: PRESSURES
NO. P5M/PSA	 NO. PStVPSA
7	 1.0220	 10	 1.135
'8	 1.086
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TEST 1"A°19.1EB. a KAY 1577	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 	 RLW l01/ 0
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M s .80 0 ® 6.091 PTA a18.1510 PSA m10.725 TEMP w 88.8;38 RN/L m 14.651 ES
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC s 1003.4	 TC a 488.3 PTC/PSA a 53.7
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/I'1 m 44.0 PTC/P2 a 33.5 PTC/PS m 18.7
AVERAGED BASE PR'ESSfiiRES
P4/PSA a .879 P5/PSA is .680 PS/PSA w .081
AVERAGED MIL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 .S93	 10	 1.124
8	 1,066
9	 1.130	 le	 1.044
O
s.
TEST FA-19.FEB. MAY 1977
	




WIND TLWZL TEST CONDITIONS
H	 .90 0	 6.063 PTA uI8. 115 PSA -10.726 TEMP - BS 888 RN/L	 4.623 • E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC	 812.3	 1	 TC - 468-6 PT/,:IPSA	 75.7
AVERAMD NOZZLE PARAMETERS




.831 PS/PSA - .831 PS/PSA • .632
AVERAGED MOM SURFACE PRESSURES
	
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 .966	 10	 1.119
1.056
9	 1.124	 12	 1.040
'	f,::`i r. _.,:'k.l: (,-^+Ysi+;
	 r	 ``5 a = F.. ..	 k l :l:;Xro-i fi' ii 
v4tida^ ^-..^^rA	 „.:'r Cr	 I ;,^. !
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"goo Goo W" LIM	 am W-4 3
TESY FA-19.FEB. - MAY 1977 	 MSFC IRISONIC WIND TLMEL hVNTSVILL;E. AL .aAMA 	 RUN 103/ 0
j E	 NONQUIESCENT PHASE	 i
i
	
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS	 .
`	 M a .90 Q	 6.079 PTA -18.115 PS,A n10.700 TEMP - 88.888 RNYL m 4.634 ° E5
r.	 AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERSE
PTC	 688.8 4011MIEW TC - 438.4 PTCIPSA 	 59.7
4	 AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
FTC/Pt
	
42.6 PTC/P2 s 32.8 PTC/P3 m 19.1
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
	
P4/PSA ® .775 P5/PSA = .774 P6/PSA 	 .77E#
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PMSURE5
NO.	 /PSA	 NO. PSWPSA
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T2ST FA-19.FE9. - MAY 1977
	




WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
	




	 TC a 435.6 PTC/PSA w 447.1
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS




.921 PS/PSA a .922 P6/PSA	 S22
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
	NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 .570	 10	 1.024
8	 1.001
9	 1.026	 12	 1.004
""a OWN on an on ow em on @*-m
TEST FA-IS.FES. MAY 11377
	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TWEL N"SVILLE, ALABAMA 	 RUN 105f 0
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M	 .50 0 m R.732 PTA a18.134 PSA -15.222 TEMP m 89.890 RWL n 1.829 E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC m 099.8	 TC ® 468.7 PTC/PSA n 59.1
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pl m 44.0 PTC/P2 a 33.5 PTC/P3 a 18.6
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P401PSA - .933 P5fP5A - .933 FS/PSA a .933
AVERAGED MOML SURFACE PRESSMS
	
NO. PSWPSA	 NO. PSH/PSA
.7	 .975	 to	 1.025
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TEST FA-19.FEB. - MAY 1977
	
	 MSFC TRISONIC WINO . TUNNY.. HWi TSVILLE. ALASAMA	 RUN I0U/ a
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
HIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M s .50 0 m 2.709 PTA m18.122 PSA II:a.EM TEW a 88.880 RN/L





TC to 4E4.9 PTC/PSA
	 74.2
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAVIETERS
PTC/Pl a 43.9 PTC/P2 - 33.5 PTC/P3 a IS.8
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA m .9455 P5/PSA a .945 P8fPSA
	 S45





7	 1981	 10	 1.026
8	 1.007
9	 1.029	 12	 1,007
4mokuw ^ mr alum "'^ ^„ # $1
TEST PA-19.FEB. — MAY 1977
	
	 MRSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA	 RUN 107/ 0
NON{IUIESCENT PHASE
HIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS





	 1323.6 4JR1111M TC m 501.8 PTC/PSA	 05.9
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTCIPI a 42.9 PTC/P2 - 32.6 PTC/P3 m 18.3
AVER►+XD BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA R+ .933 P5/PSA m .953 PS/PSA	 .953
AVERAGED MOLL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSH/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 . go	 to 1.07
8	 1.009
9	 1.030	 12	 1.007
W	 ,
;r
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TEST F'A°19,FE8. - MAY 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC 14IND TWEL HUNTSb1LLE, ALABAMA
	 RLW 109/ 1
NONQUIES< NT PHASE
L i Nt3 TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
H 3.48 0 d 3.702 PTA X49.675 PSA c .672 TEMP R B®.SW RN/L 20.492 s E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC r 20k.4 4SIMMM
 TC m 308.1 _ PTC/PSA ® 30412
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 - 44.5 PTC/P2 - 33.6 PTC/P3 a 19.8
AVERAGED BASE PRESSES
P4/PSA ® .599 P5/PSA s .578 P8/PSA as .3131
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSWPSA	 NO. PSMIPSA
7	 1.835	 10	 1.129
8	 1.777
9	 1.623	 12	 1.110
1^i .














TEST FA-19 * PEB. — MAY 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC WINO TU*EL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA 	 RUM 1091 0
NONO,UIESCENT PH4SE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M s 3.48 0 a 5.703 PTA m49.880 PSA - .672 TEW m 88.888 RWL 20.4a E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC s 465.2 411111M TC - 391.9 PTCJPSA m 593.7
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAPETERS
PTC/P1 m 45.6 PTCIP2 a 34.3 PTC/P3 $ 20.3
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/P9A ® .804 PE'i1PSA = .777 PSIPSA a .817
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSH/PSA	 NO. PSMIPSA
7	 1.835	 10	 1.110
8	 1.781
9	 1.608	 l2	 1.091
TEST FA-18oFE8. — MAY 1977
	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
14IND T1UEL TEST CONDITIONS
M a 3.48 0 = 5.702 PTA -49.9ae PSA = .572 TEM.O =107.1110 RWL = 20.491 Q E6
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC 4 799.9 MINEFAM TC m 462.4 PTC/PSA 0 1190.3
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pl m 44.4 PTC/P2 m 33.6 PTC/P3 = 19.1
XiERAGED BABE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - 1.084 P5/PSA = 1.049 P6/PSA : 1.096
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSUFES
N0. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.851	 I0	 1.224
8	 1.792	 v
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rTEST 1=A-19.FE+B. - MAY 1977	 MrFC TRISONIC WIND TUNWL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA	 RUN 1111 0
NONGUIESCENT PHASE
	 I'
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS






TC B 513.4 PTC/PSA - 2122.2
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pt - 43.9 °TC/P2 - 33.4 PTC/P3 - 19.2
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P41PSA - 1'.385 P5/PSA - 1.355 P6/PSA - 1.40' L.
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 1.BB0	 10	 1.333
9	 1.817
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TEST FA-19.fE13. MAY 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 	 hUN 1111 9
-	 N4NQUIESCENT PMSE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
H ® 3.48 Q a 5.702 PTA =49.872 PSA a .6722 TEMP a 8®.BSB RN/L 20.512 ro E5
AVERAGED CHAMaER PARAPIETERS
PTC a	 14.0	 I	 TC - 42.8 PTC/PSA	 20.8
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/PI	 25.7 PTC/P2' a 21.7 PTC/P3 m 4.4
S'	 AVERAGED BASE PRESS
P4/PSA a .422 PS/PSA a .372 PS/PSA a .350
r	 AVERAGED MODEL SLR•ACE PRESSURES
NO. PSH/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
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TEST FA-19,FF-S. - MAAY 1977
	
	
MSFC TRISONIC WIND TU rEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA	 RUN 112/ 0
NONQUIESCENT PHASE
t	 WIND TUNNEL TEST CM- ITIONS
H m .00 0	 1.000 PTA - 3.937 PSA -14.448 TEMP w^88.088 RWL @ 89.424 ° E5
AVERAGED CHAMBER PARAMETERS
PTC - 1235.1	 TC - 531.0 PTC/PSA	 85.5
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 - 42. 8 PTC/P2 - 32.7 PTC/P3 - 18.1
AVERAGED ERASE PRESSURES
F41PSA - .035 P'S/PSA a .031 PS/PSA - .031
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7 .	 .035	 IO	 .042
8	 .040
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TEST FA-19, FEB. - MAY 1977
	
HSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNCL F( WSVILLE. ALABAMA	 RUN 113! 0
NONQUIESCENT PHASE.
'WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITION'S
M	 .00 8 s 1.000 PTA w 1.518 PSA $14.549 TEMP w =ee.BE?8 RN/L s 93.133 a E5
AVERAGED CHAMW- R PARAMETERS
PTC n 417.5	 '1C w 392.1 PTC/PSA n 28.8
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 w 45.7 PTC/P2 w 34.3 PTC/P3 a 19.5
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA w .021 P5/PSA - .020 P8/PSA a .019
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
MD. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 .022	 10	 .030
8	 .028
9	 .028	 I2	 .030
y^<	
^xs	 Q a	 ^1	 q^:^	 f^a^
t	 z.
TEST FA-19,FEB. - MAY 1977 	 WC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 	 RUN IN/ 1
NONOUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M	 .08 U
	
1.000 PTA - 1.915 PSA -14.507 TENS Q 89.BN RN/L = 93.735 a E5
AVERAGED CHAMSER PARAMETERS
PIT - 1547.3 491120M TC - 513.5 PTC/PSA - 106.7
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1	 44.3 PTC/P2 - 33.6 §ETC/P3 a 19.7
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA - .094 P5/PSA - .091 P6/PSA
	 .029
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 .026	 10	 .035
8	 .031
9	 .0353	 12	 .035
a-n
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TEST FA-19.FEB. - MAY 1977
	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
	 RUN JIG/ 0
NONQUIE'.-CENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M	 .00 0	 1.000 PTA - 1.945 PSA =14.466 TEMP R
-8B.BBB RN/L s 96.097 • E5
AVERAGED CWAMSER PARAMETERS
PTC - 1186.1 GENNOW TC a 453.1 PTC/PSA = 81.9
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/Pi . 82.1 PTC /P2 >= 59.1 PTC/P3 a 89.6'
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA a .019 P5/PSA = .017 P6/PSA p .015
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
	
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 .020	 10	 .032
B	 .027
9	 .027	 12	 .931
H ^
C4
TEST FA-19,FES. - MAY 1977	 MSFC TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
	 RUN 117/ 0
NONOUIESCENT PHASE
WIND TUNNEL TEST CONDITIONS
M s .00 0
	




	 TC - 35;.6 PTC/PSA - 227.2
AVERAGED NOZZLE PARAMETERS
PTC/P1 - 85.1 PTC/P2 - 60.55 PTC/P3 - 30.6
AVERAGED BASE PRESSURES
P4/PSA o .025 P5/PSA - .024 PS/PSA - .024
AVERAGED MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES
NO. PSM/PSA	 NO. PSM/PSA
7	 .025	 10	 .033
8	 .032
9	 .030	 12	 .032
I
